
CCA March Gallery Show “Out There” featuring Bill Brewer, Xander Griffith,

and Rose Szapszewicz

What’s happening Now
CCA is very excited to introduce our new Art Gallery team. Rachael Erickson our Gallery Manager

and Mattea Schwab our Gallery Assistant. Please come in and welcome them to the CCA family.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AoKILdnvLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AoKILdnvLo


Rachael Erickson is a practicing artist who heralds from Northeast Ohio. Before becoming CCA`s

Gallery Manager, Rachael received her BFA from Kent State University in 2010 and MFA at

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in 2014 with a focus in glass. She has received

scholarships to Pilchuck School of Glass as well as Pittsburg Glass Center. Rachael has also

taught workshops at various schools around the U.S.

Mattea Schwab joined the CCA team in February of 2021 and looks forward to being more

immersed in the art community of the Gorge. She has lived in the Columbia Gorge her whole life

and loves and appreciates the beauty of her hometown!



Ceramic artists ACT NOW!  March 22 is the DEADLINE for ceramic artists to apply for May

exhibition, BEYOND THE CONSTRUCT. For more information and to apply please click here.

CCA and The Dalles Art Center are excited to announce the first in an ongoing collaborative

Biennial, each focused on a different medium. The first of these biennials will highlight ceramic

work from around the Pacific Northwest and will be open to artists residing in Oregon and

Washington. Beyond the Construct is an opportunity to showcase the expressive and

functional capacities of clay.

Gallery

https://www.thedallesartcenter.org/biennialexhibit


March: "Out There", an exhibition of other-worldly landscapes and allegories featuring work by

Bill Brewer, Xander Griffith,and Rose Szapszewicz.

Exhibit dates: April 2 – May 1 – Hours Tuesday – Saturday 11-5

April:  "Ancestors Known and Unknown" Lillian Pit solo show. Lillian’s vision for this show is

inspired by over 10,000 years of the Native Americans living in the Columbia Gorge. She says,

“We are still here”. Her pieces honor the ancient tools and everyday objects made of basalt and

clay. Relics used in everyday life for centuries, and still used today. At Lillian’s invitation Toma

Villa, Sara Siestreem, Joe Cantrell and Deborah Lorang will exhibit their work in the CCA Lobby.

CCA Events

https://www.columbiaarts.org/out-there/
http://lillianpitt.com/


Coming in May CCA presents Teatro Milagro’s ¡HUELGA!

By Maya Malan-Gonzalez

Virtual Performances will be available May 1-30

Written with a nod to El Teatro Campesino, this “actos” style play, produced by Teatro Milagro,

travels back in time to 1962 to share the beginning of the farmworkers movement and then

highlight the amazing journey of one woman who continues to make history. Dolores Huerta’s

innumerable successes often went uncelebrated in the past until she changed the normative ideas

about women in leadership. In 2012, when she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom

by President Obama, he also gave an acknowledgment to the fact that Dolores coined the famous

phrase “Si, se puede, yes, we can!”

Brewing on the horizon: CCA TheatreWorks Committee is planning the 2021-2022

Theatre season. More details of upcoming performances will be announced soon.

Job Opportunity:
CCA is looking for a Parttime Administrative Coordinator.

For more information about the position please click here.

(Position has been filled)

https://milagro.org/event/huelga-tour/
https://www.columbiaarts.org/about/employment/
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